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Regional and Local Governments Must Be Better Prepared  

to Respond to Continued Volatility and Disruption

Recent events, from the COVID-19 pandemic to cyberattacks to severe  
weather events, have illustrated the importance for regional and local  
governments to be able to rapidly adapt and respond to disruptions.

With the eventual "return to normal," it can be easy to push aside the  
lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic and minimize the  
environmental and technological realities that may increase
departmental and agency risk and vulnerability to disruption.

The fact is, disruptions are the norm not the exception; beyond severe  
weather events, future pandemics, cyberattacks and other less 
extreme emergencies, there will be ongoing changes in regulations, 
employee needs and constituent expectations, and Smart Cities and  
Communities need to be in a position to respond quickly.

Building Digital Resiliency in Smart Cities and Communities
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Slightly more than half of global government organizations  
reported being sufficiently or exceptionally prepared for the  
pandemic. 28% reported being “somewhat prepared.”

Digital capabilities underpin most aspects of Smart Cities and 
Community  operations, from helping people access information and 
services, enabling people to pay taxes and other collections online, to 
offering virtual council meetings and providing secure and remote 
access to systems for employees at home. These capabilities allow 
government organizations to  maintain mostly normal operations
in the midst of a disruption and can help to ramp up or pivot to 
deliver new services as needed.

During the pandemic, most state and local governments relied on  
business continuity planning (BCP), and disaster recovery based on  
“lockdowns” of critical personnel or the use of secondary (dark) sites. 
Many  scrambled to enable all back-office and most frontline 
employees to work  from home. Operationally, decision support 
systems reliant mostly on historical data weren't capable of 
responding quickly to the radical changes needed.



Recent Examples Highlight the Need for Digital Resiliency
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Events that can impact business continuity:
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Compound Environmental  
Crises

DDOS Attacks, Ransomware,  
and Lockouts

Network Control Issues Infectious Disease  
Outbreaks

Network Outages increased by 63%
in March compared with the pre-
pandemic period, and remained  
elevated throughout the first half of  
2020.

Cyber attacks on government 
organizations have increased 
exponentially over the past few years with 
ransomware and data theft making up 
60% of all government cyber attacks.

Over the last 50 years, the number 
of recorded natural-disaster 
events has risen from an average 
of 80 a year to roughly 400 a year.



Digital Resiliency is Key to Effective Responses to Change  

and Disruption
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IDC’s Digital Resiliency Framework

1. Respond & Restore

As of April 2021, 18% of governments were in business

continuity mode to respond to the pandemic and 32%

remained in cost optimization mode.
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What is Digital Resiliency?
Digital Resiliency is the ability of an organization to rapidly adapt to  
business disruptions by leveraging digital capabilities to not only
restore business operations in a timely manner, but also capitalize 
on the changed conditions.

Digital resiliency is about acknowledging and sometimes modifying 
the  interdependencies and risks associated with technologies 
embedded in almost every aspect of government. The key is that 
digital resiliency  is not just defensive, as in disaster recovery or 
cybersecurity; digital resiliency is also proactive in that cities, 
counties, states and provinces  use technology to improve services 
in response to changing  circumstances and/ or disruptions.



RESPOND AND RESTORE
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IDC's Digital Resiliency Framework: Three Phases of Response to Disruption Show A Resiliency Roadmap
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This phase emphasizes the safety and security of the workforce, disaster recovery of systems  
and meeting budgetary spending targets. Critical digital technologies that support this stage  
center around business continuity, crisis management and communications. This is not the  
time for deep analysis, planning, or investment, the onus is on action and action fast.

This phase emphasizes productivity, faster decision-making, community outreach, stabilizing  
supply chains and cost-reduction. There is some time to analyze, to plan, and cautiously, to  
invest. Existing technological capabilities are improved, expanded and optimized to help the  
enterprise operate as a digital business in the crisis environment. Typical digital investments  
are modest, and involve improved reporting and intelligence, cloud migration, remote  
working, privacy and security, data optimization and the supply chain.

This phase incorporates digital resilience as a core tenet of the future to survive and thrive.  
Priorities include creating a learning organization, agile business operations, expanding  
supplier ecosystems, and planning for the next crisis. Typical investments are substantial 
e.g., dynamic, sense and respond architectures, AI automation, analytics, digital twins, 
cloud-native development.



60% of global government organizations have digital  

infrastructure resiliency as a priority over the next  

two years.

This includes cloud, converged, and container  

infrastructure, as well as autonomous IT operations.

Six Organizational Dimensions to Apply the Digital Resiliency Framework

Leadership & Organization Resiliency

Trust & Reputation Resiliency

Workforce Resiliency

Operational Resiliency

Consumer and Ecosystems Resiliency

Financial Resiliency
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Key Enabling TechnologiesThe Role of Technology in Digital Resiliency

Intelligent services Intelligent core
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The core technology components of digital resiliency in 
Smart Cities and Communities rest on:

• Cloud-centric IT
• Physical and cybersecurity technologies  Tools for remote 

and hybrid workers
• DevOps for agile application development
• Analytics software resting on solid data management  

practices to enable data-driven decision support
• Remote infrastructure and asset management

The core components of digital resiliency are also tied 
directly to responding to the market forces that have shifted 
the  expectations and needs of residents and businesses. 
These  consumers want the convenience of online and 
digital  communications, online and mobile-enabled 
services, and the reduction in in-person visits to 
government offices.

51% of government respondents surveyed said that
2021 IT spending remains focused on “crisis response”
to reduce operational costs and address business  
continuity issues exposed by the ongoing COVID-19.

Digital resiliency must be underpinned by an open, 
integrated, and holistic technology architecture. IDC calls 
this the Digital Transformation (DX) platform.

The DX platform is defined as a combination of an 
intelligent core of data analytics, automation and decision 
support, a wide variety of intelligent applications (often 
enterprise application programming interfaces [APIs]), and 
intelligent services, such as governance, DevOps, and 
orchestration.

The implementation of this platform uses digital 
technologies in their myriad forms including, but not limited 
to, data, analytics, cloud-centric infrastructure (hardware 
and software), edge-based resources, and mobility.

• Governance
• Integration and 

orchestration
• B2E applications
• External services
• Developer services

• Analytics, AI/ML
• Decision support & 

automation
• Data streams
• Data lakes and 

databases



Building Digital Resiliency in Smart Cities and Communities

Essential Guidance for Building Digital Resiliency in Smart Cities  

and Communities
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Think of digital resiliency as a means not only to have disaster recovery and  
business continuity, but as a proactive stance to be able to be agile and 
responsive to disruptions.

Trust and Security need to be design points, in architectural design as well as  
systems and application development, to ensure resiliency.

Cloud can be a security enhancement and allows for agility to scale or 
downsize  operations and get access to continuous improvements. Migrating 
legacy systems  that have reached their end-of-life is an opportunity.

Cloud and AI enable real-time decision making, and intelligent automation can 
not  only enhance worker productivity but change the security battlefield.

With 50% of new infrastructure deployed at the edge by 2023, capacity will 
move  to the edge to enable new services but also change work processes and 
security  postures. This new edge infrastructure will expand the importance of 
network  resiliency.

The workforce is key to resiliency; employees must have the skills and tools to 
do  their jobs in the face of change and disruption. A hybrid workforce and 
increased  automation will change the work environment, and smart cities and 
communities  need to take time to plan who needs to be on premise, how 
work culture is  retained with more remote workers, and what new skills are 
needed.

It is more critical than ever to have a
digital resiliency roadmap and align  
technology investments to a
resiliency-first mindset.



Digital Resiliency as a Proactive Posture to Respond to Future Disruption
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Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, cities, counties, provinces and states made somewhat adequate investments to  
prepare for potential disruptions. However, most plans did not factor in the unique circumstances of a pandemic,  
resulting in many organizations scrambling to respond. In response to COVID-19, local and regional governments  
showed that they could be agile, responsive and innovative; organizations expanded operations to support the 
unique requirements of a pandemic – e.g. a remote workforce, digital services, more mobility and automation.

While new resiliency plans now include a pandemic scenario, plans are still not fully realized and do not necessarily  
address other potential disruptions. To prepare for novel business disruptions, smart cities and communities need  
plans that enable them to rapidly adapt as opposed to reactively respond. Investment in digital capabilities not 
only  enable an organization to adapt to the current crisis but also capitalize on changed conditions.

To learn more about IDC’s Digital Resiliency Framework, read the IDC report,
Digital Resiliency Framework: Assessing Resiliency by Organizational Dimension.

To understand more about IDC Government Insights’ coverage of Smart Cities and  
Communities, click here.
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